
A successful retirement has many moving parts, 
and in all things financial, we begin with the end 
in mind. The endgame for your life after work is 

turning assets into income to satisfy your personal 
standard of living, not to replace your current 

income. As fiduciaries, here are seven
things we consider to be most important.
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Standard Of Living vs. Current Income
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There is no magical percentage of your income needed for a
happy retirement. What is required is replacing 100% of the
money for your standard of living.

Assets vs. Income
The financial world has created an illusion that retirement is 
about the amount of your statement balance. In truth, retirement 
is about income. 

Creating A Retirement Budget
Practice makes perfect! Your budget will address defining your
standard of living in retirement.  

Fixed vs. Social Expenditures 
Understanding the impact of inflation on your future income is
essential but not consistent throughout your retirement years; fixed 
expenditures need to consider inflation throughout life, while social 
spending tends to remain flat at certain ages.

Reading Your Tax Return
Knowing how to read your return can help you understand the IRS’s
impact on your financial journey and can help create various
strategies to mitigate unnecessary taxation.

Life expectancy 
No one knows for sure when our date of passing will be, but preparing 
to live longer than you and your spouse expect is vital to ensure that 
you don’t run out of money.

The End Game
At some point, what you have accumulated will transfer to the next
generation; how that is transferred can make or break your heirs. 
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